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3.MATERUNI WATERFALL & COFFEE TOUR

Join a group tour perfect for families, groups, and adventure-seekers alike and spend a full day exploring Materuni

Village and its incredible waterfalls in an air-conditioned minivan. Enjoy your journey to the foothills of Mount

Kilimanjaro with a professional guide who will lead you through the streets of the cultural Materuni Village. Make

sure to look up to see the iconic Mount Kilimanjaro in all its splendor.

Then, head to the nearby famous Materuni Waterfalls and jump in to cool off. Known locally as the Mnambe Falls,

it is the first waterfall that comes down from Mount Kilimanjaro's slopes.

Next, visit locally owned, small coffee farms to learn about traditional methods for growing, harvesting, and

preparing coffee, and enjoy a cup of local coffee at the end of your tour. Hear stories and information about the

heritage of the Chagga people, the region's formation, history, animals, and ancient inhabitants. After arriving at

each viewpoint or overlook, you will have plenty of time to explore and capture memories in photographs.

Net cost:

75,000TZS per person Tanzanian/East African resident | $40 USD per person non resident (7 pax minimum)

Safari Price includes:

 Transport

 Hot Lunch

 Bottled water

 Entry fees & Local guide fee

 Hotel pickup and drop-of

Safari Price Excludes:

 Tips for guides (optional)

 Personal travel insurance

 Alcoholic beverage, unless specified as inclusive on the itinerary
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For bookings and more information contact us:

Direct call/Whats App: +255 745 333 467.

Email: tourism@wonderland.co.tz
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